INSTRUCTIONS  
FRONT PLATFORM LIFT  
Model BL36  

PARTS  
- Lift Bucket  
- Lift Frame  
- Lift Spindle  
- Plastic Spool  
- Plastic Washers for Lift Spindle  
- Small Hair Pin Clips  
- Large Hair Pin Clips  
- 3/8" Bolts, washers, lockwashers, nuts  
- Clevis Pins  

Installation:  

Bolt the lift frame and bucket together with the six 3/8-inch bolts, washers, lockwashers, and nuts provided. Pass the lift spindle through the bracket on the frame, passing through a plastic washer, the plastic spool, and another plastic washer on the way through the bracket. Secure the ends of the spindle with the two small hair pin clips provided. (See Fig. 2.)

To install the platform lift, slide the U-cutouts in the lift frame over the lower support bar of the mounting bracket. Pass clevis pins down through the holes in the lift frame ends and secure with hair pin clips.

If mounting bracket AP56 is not already installed on the tractor, install it as described in instruction sheet GEH-3953.

Thread the lift strap under the lower lift roller and over the upper roller of the electric lift. See lift tape diagram, Fig. 3. Pass 8 around the spool on the platform lift from front to rear. Bring it back up to the electric lift and fasten the strap to the lift with the remaining clevis pin and hair pin clip. (See Fig. 4.)